
Teachers are great! And we are here to help them 
to become even greater. The CTOUCH Riva is an 

all-in-one touchscreen. It enables teachers to 
focus on what they do best, teach!

This touchscreen turns learning  
(and teaching!) into fun. 

CTOUCH
RIVA
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Behind every great teacher, is a great touchscreen 

7 YEAR 
WARRANTY

80 WATTS
JBL SPEAKERS

OVER-THE-AIR
UPDATES

TRUEBEAM TOUCH
TECHNOLOGY

Challenging kids and young adults to reach their full potential every day is 

a hell of a job. It’s not easy to stay on top of coaching your students and 

dealing with complex technical equipement at the same time.

With the CTOUCH Riva, an all-in-one touchscreen platform, we enable 

teachers to focus on what they do best: teach! This touchscreen combines 

futureproof interactive technology with the greatest ease of use. It allows 

you to use your own software, as you are used to. No worries!

The CTOUCH Riva easily fits into the personal learning environment of 

students in which they can study at their own pace. We promise, this 

touchscreen turns learning (and teaching!) into fun.



 e  Super user-friendly interface: one touch & go! 
Everyone can do the job. At the touch of a button you have access to all 
options on the screen, making your life so much easier.

 e  Share content wirelessly with any device 
Encourage your students to share their work on the big screen via 
E-Share. Or push the content from the display to other devices in the 
classroom. Any tablet, smartphone, Windows or Mac notebook will do. 

 e  Android 8 technology 
With carefully selected apps, you’re ready to go in an instant. And you’re 
free to add any other apps you need.

 e  Excellent sound with the JBL® 80 Watt built-in speakers 
The integrated 80 Watt JBL® speakers deliver Live-stage (virtual) Surround 
sound. Amaze yourself and blow your students away!

 e  A true natural handwriting experience 
The TrueBeam touch technology delivers the best natural handwriting 
experience, while writing on the touchscreen.

 e  Secure and sustainable 
The NFC reader and Fingerprint scanner keep your screen safe for 
unwanted users. With the Human Presence Detection module the 
screen automatically turns on when you enter the room. And off again 
when classrooms are empty. These modules are optional.
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